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INERT GAS GENERATORS FOR FIGHTING FIRES

by

D. J. Rasbash

INTRODUCTION

Inert gas, partioularly oarbon dioxide in first-aid applianoes, has been a
oommon extinguishing agent for small liquid fires for many years. The current
fire brigade interest in inert gas for filling whole compartments is assooiated
with the reoent development of facilities for generating large flow rates of gas
using a mobile applianoe whioh oan be taken to a fire. This development opens
up wide possibilities for the use of inert gas to oontrol or extinguish difficult
fire's and large fires, partioularly in large buildings and in ships.

){ETHODS OF PRODUCING INERT GAS

The most direot way of produoing a large flow of inert gas at a fire, is to
convey the gas to the soene of the fire in liquid form, and to apply it either
directly in liqUid form or ~fter evaporation. This method has been used to a
limited extent in the past,q),(2) but the method may beoome more general in
:future because of the growing availability of liquid oarbon dioxide and liquid
nitrogen and the inoreasing number of truoks that are employed in the transport
of these gases when used in industry.

The more common method of obtllining inert gas in large quantities is to make
it as and where required using a oombustion apparatus. The raw materials of this
prooess are a :fuel (usually diesel oil or kerosine) and atmospherio air, these
being burnt in a oombustion ohamber;' the inert gas is made by cooling the .
produots of oombustion. For oompactness it may be oonvenient to carry out the
combus tion proce ss in a gas turbine or a je t engine provided with an after-burner.
The oompaotness arises beoause the jet engine acts as i.ts own blower, feeding the
air to the oombustion chamber, the size of which 'is small. By varying the
proportion of the amount of, :fuel burnt to the amount of air passing through the
apparatus, the oxygen oonoentration of the gas produoed oan be reduced to any
desired value.

In oombustion applianoes, water is used ·to 0001 the oombustion produots.
The size of the oooling plant required, and' the type and quantity of the gas
produoed, depend on the extent to whioh water is evaporated during the cooling
prooess. If the water is· oompletely evaporated, then only a small quantity of
water is required (about 2-2.5 gallons/1 000 ft3 of gas) and the inert gas is
augmented by the steam produoed during the evaporation but the temperature of
the gas produoed is high, i.e. between 80 and 1,200C. If water is not evaporated
then a much larger :flow rate of oooling water is required (1.00 gallons/1 000 ft3)
and the gas is not augmented by the p:gduotion of steam, but quite 0001 gas can
be obtained (temperatures less than 30 C). For an applianoe of a given weight,
it is possible to produoe ten times the flow rate of a hot gas. of a given oxygen
oonoentration if the applianoe is designed on the basis of water being evaporated,
than if the applianoe were designed to 'pr-oduce 0001 gas. It is of oourse possible
to oompromise between these two extremes to give warm gases at temperatures of
between 500 and 70 0C at the cost of a reduotion in the gas flow or an inorea'S6' in
the oxygen concentration.



An additional method of cooling the combustion products of a combustion gas
generator is to mix them with air, for example, by air entrainment. Of course the
oxygen concentration of the cooled gas increases directly with the amount of
cooling air used, but there is an accompanying increase in gas flow rate. Mixing
with air is not of great praotical use as a cooling method in itself, since far too
much air would be required; it is a useful supplementary form of cooling, however,
when the bulk of the cooling has already been done by the evaporation of water spray.

CHAlIACTElUSTICS OF INERT GAS GENEllATORS

Table 1 summarizes some of the operational characteristics of a range of inert
gas generators which are based on the above prinoiples. The items shown are all
either commercially available or are being developed commercially. The generators
fall into two groups; Nos. 1-3 which produce cold or cool gas at flow rates less

."than 2 000 ft3/min and Nos. 4 and 5 which produce warm or hot gas at flow rates of

. 10 000 to 70 000 ft3/min. There are three types of generator producing cold or
cool gas:- liquid gas trucks, combustion apparatus of the traditional type and

-combustion apparatus using a gas turbine.

Both the warm and hot gas generators are based on a gas turbine or a jet engine.
The combustion apparatus for all kinds of gases are about the same weight, about 1-2
tons, in addition to 1-2 tons of fuel and foam compound; liquid gas trucks, however,
are considerably heavier When fully loaded.

It is not possible in this paper to give.precise costs of the equipment described,
although some comparative figures are given in Table 2. Both capital and running
costs per unit of output are much lower for the high flow rate producers of warm and
hot gas than for low flow rate producers of cold and cool gas.

FIRE-FIGHTING mOPERTIES OF INERT GAS

Inert gas extinguishes a fire by diluting or replacing the air in which the fire
burns. This reduces the oxygen oonc.entration from the atmospheric value of 21 per
cent to a value' at which burning does not take place. For flames from ordinary
combustible materials it is necessary to reduce the conoentration of the oxygen to
below between 12 and 15 per cent depending on the· nature of the gas used. Volume
for volume nitrogen is less efficient for this purpose than oarbon dioxide or water
vapour. Extinotion of the flame follows almost immediately when the, oxygen
oonoentration is reduoed to the required value and there is no signifioant differenoe
between 0001, warm or hot gas as defined in Table 1. The flow rate required to
extinguish a large flaming fire inside a oompartment will depend on the size of the
ventilation opena.ng a that feed sir to the fire. It has been found that a flow rate
of 3 300 ft3/min of a gas oontaining 10 per oent oxygen is required to extinguish
the flames of a f~lY-developed fire·in a room with an open window spaoe measuring
4 ft x 3 ft 6 in 3).

To extinguish smouldering combustion, the oxygen oonoentration must be reduoed
to muoh lower values. It is also diffioult to be speoifio. Superfioial
smouldering may be extinguished with oxygen oonoentration as high as 8-10 per oent,
but generally values less than 5 per oent are required. Moreover, extinotion of
deep-seated smouldering usually takes a long time (hours or days). A 0001 gas is
more effioient than a hot gas for this purpose, sinoe unless paoked oombustible
materials have been well-oooled, reignition oan take place after the application
has stopped. This is illustrated by the ~ff~o~lty inb~ about the complete
extinction,of a smouldering fire with steam(4)\5J, where~s in general no such ,
difficulty has been enoountered'with a cool gas. Hanel(5) reports that smQuldering
in a 'deep layer of. brown cca.Lccanao t beuexhnguighed with steam beoause reigni tion
takes place if the temperature exoeeds 57°C (135 F).

- 2. -
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An inert gas that is transparent and not too humid may also be used to
replace smoke. If there is no fire i~ the smoke-filled compartment, or if
the fire is small, then it is not necessary to use a gas which can extinguish
fire before the smoke can be cleared and the smoke can be removed with a gas
containing more than 15 per cent oxygen. It would be an advantage to use such
a gas since under emergency conditions it would be respirable for short periods,
as long as the gas did not carry more than about 1-2 per cent of carbon dioxide
or 0.1 per cent of carbon monoxide. It should be noted, however, that gas
containing les9 than 21 per cent oxygen will give a lower rate of burning at·
fires than air~6) and that the presence of water vapour in quantities ·greater
than 5 per cent might also bring ~bout a significant reduction in the rate at
which smoke is· formed by a firel7).

If there is a substantial fire in the compartment before "smoke can be cleared
then it would be necessary to extinguish the flames with an appropriate gas unless
either

(i) The gas can be introduced in ~~~h a way as to allow a stratified clear
layer to form near the ground~ )

(ii) A gas speed can be established sufficient to prevent smoke spreading
upstream of the fire. This has been estimated as being about 5 ft/s
for a compartment 10ft high and for a gas containing 17 per cent
oxygen. The. method is therefore practicable only for corridors even
with an appliance which produces a very high flow rate of gas.

HIGH EXPANSION FO.A!II

,,,
I
I·
I·

With any of the generators examined in Table 1 it is feasible to provide
ancillary apparatus to convert the gas generated to high expansion foam, and
generators Nos. 5 and 6 are being designed to incorporate this facility. To
do this the gas speed must be reduced to about 5 ft/s and passed through a fine
mesh net which is sprayed with detergent solution. High expansion foam has a
greater cooling capacity than inert gas and has· very good extinguishing properties
even when the gas in the bubbles is. air and the foam is produced using a s:lmple
fan. Tests have shown that high expansion foam can extinguish superficial
smouldering; it is unlikely that high expansion foam in which the gas phase
contains more than a few per cent oxygen, will extinguish deep-seated smouldering
for example in packed fibrous materials or in stored coal. Reduction of the
oxygen concentration in the gas bubbles from 21 to 17 per cent substantially
improves tl;e)ability of the foam to extinguish liquid fires, particularly fires
in alcoholl9 •

PRACTICAL USE OF INERT GAS GENERATORS

For ordinary combustible materials, the best extinguishing agent is water,
it is important, however, that the water should reach the burning surfaces quickly
and remain there for a sufficiently long time for its cooling capacity to be
efficiently utilised. It is under conditions when water cannot be used
efficiently that an inert gas producer may find useful application. There are
at least three types of fire where the above limitation in using water for fires
is met.-

- 3 -



Fires of type (3) are far more numerous than fires of types (1) and (2) combined.
In the past, inert gas has not been used at all by fire brigades for this type of fire,
or perhaps even been regarded as a practical possibility. However, it is probably
in this field that the greatest scope for the use of inert gas generators lies.
For inert gas generators to make a useful contribution to fires of type (3) it will be
necessary that

(1) The fire is deep set and inaccessible, because of the presence of packed or
stacked goods. This situation is common for fires in holds of ships.

(2) Smoke hides the position of fire or makes access difficult. This condition
is also mct in fires on ships and sometimes also in large fires in buildings,
particularly in basements; it is particularly difficult if the abundant use
of water is also dangerous, as in jute warehouses or on ships.

(3) There is a large amount of flaming which prevents the efficient application
of water from points sufficiently close to the burning surfaces. This is a
common feature in large fires in buildings.

Inert gas generators had been used at fires of type (1) for some time •. It is
generally required that the gas should be capable of extinguishing the smouldering

: ·fire completely, so that reignition does not take place at least during the time
,. required to unload the hold or dig the fire out. For this reason a cool or cold

gas of low oxYgen concrentration is best. In type (1) fires, it is usually possible
-to restrict leaks and openang s through which an applied gas may leak out, and a flow
rate of gas of SOO-1 000 rt3/min is usually adequate. Appliances (1) to (4) in
Table 1 are suitable for dealing with this type of fire, although the application
time must generally be prolonged to about a day or so. It should be remembered if
carbon dioxide is used, that this is a comparatively toxic gas and special care will
need to be taken to ensure that the gas is adequately dispersed after leaving the
compartment concerned. The gases from the appliance other than the carbon dioxide
truck are not particUlarly toxic except to the extent that they contain carbon
dioxide.

Fires of type (2) usually' occur in large or complicated compartments. In order
to clear smoke quickly, flow rates of tens or even hundreds of thousands of cubic feet
per minute are required. These conditions can be met by using the cooler gas
produced by appliances (S) or (6). Many deep-set smouldering fires that occur in
ships' holds, basements and warehouses are difficult to fight because smoke prevents
the fire being located, rather than because the acts of digging the fire out and
extinguishing it are themselves difficult. The use of a high flow rate of a smoke
clearing gas may be the best way of tackling such fires. If a high flow rate of gas
is required to extinguish flame and clear smoke at· the Same time, then this can ideally

I be obtained with the combined use of a liquid gas truck and the cooler gas of appliance (sf.

I
For many situations however it is likely that one of the warm gases produced by appliance(S)

: would be adequate.

I:
I
I·

(i) They extinguish most of the flaming combustion in a significantly smaller time
than is at present required to control such fires;

(ii) The conditions which should be established after extinguishing the flames should
be such as to allow firemen to apply water efficiently to surfaces which are
smouldering or which otherwise need cooling,

An examination of the records of large fires, e.g, five-pump fires, has shown that
·most of these fires occur in buildings between SO 000 and 1 million cubic feet in size
and are brought under control in a time between 4S min and 3 h. Moreover, the fire
brigade often arrives when the fire is in a fairly advanced state, e.g. flames have
extended throughout a floor or broken through several windows or the roof. In order

- 4 -
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to make an impression on fires of this kind a very high flow rate of a flame
extinguishing gas is necessary and a significant contribution to the control
of the fire must be obtained within about 15 min after putting the appliance
into use. A single ~enerator of type (5), or a group of three to five
generators of type (6), should give a sufficiently high flow rate of gas to
bring about this oontrol in many fires of this kind, provided they can be put
into action soon eno,~h. Moreover if warm gases are used instead of hot
gases then in most cases criterion {ii) above should also be capable of
fulfilment.

In the applications of inert gas generators described above, it has been
assumed that tile gas is conduc-ted from the appliance to the compartments
involved through collapsible ducts fitted together by the firemen. Where
very high flow rates of gas are used to fight fires in multi-compartment
buildings, then corridors and staircases might be used to channel the gas, the
appropriate doors being opened or closed. It would certainly widen the scope
of inert gas generators if permanent duct systems were installed which would
allow firemen to connect an appliance and to direct the delivery of the gas
to the right compartment. A permanent delivery duct system is of course a
feature in contemporary inert gas protective installations, but its
application is quite feasible for muoh higher flow rates of gas than are at
present employed. This is particularly so, if a gas turbine or jet engine
is used, as theseapplisnces can generate very high flow rates of gas at a
pressure of several pounds per square inch. A single appliance may serve
to protect compartments 'within a'radius of 1 000 ft. It is not possible to
force high expansion foam at high velocities through ducts and if an
installation is designed for high expansion foam it will be necessary to
deliver both gas and foaming agent separately to a foam-making net in or near
the compartment itself.

CONCLUSION

The use of high flow rates of gas to fight large fires in buildings and
large compartments is a new approach to fire-fighting. For holds of ships
which can be made reasonably leak tight the method has been used successfully
already using flow rates of about 1 000 ft)/min and may be recommended. Many
more full-scale tests and much properly appraised fire experience with
equipment giving muoh higher flow rates is required before the method can be
put into general use for large fires in buildings. Nevertheless these fires
are undoubtedly respdnsible for a disproportionately high fraction of the
fire loss; indeed they probably cause the major part of it. If the use of
inert gas generators can succeed in reducing the time required to extinguish
these fires and the water damage that accompanies extinction, then the method
could result in a substantial reduotion in fire damage.
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TABLE 2

COSTS OF INERT GAS GENERATOllS

Type of' generator
Capital cost Running costs Comments£ sterling!1000 f't3/min pence/1000 f't3

output

Liquid gas. trucks 2 000 - 3 500 350 - 400 It is f'easible to come
(producing cold pur-e to an arrangement with
inert gas) liquid gas producers

to hire appliances
when necessary thus to
avoid'capital costs

Combustion apparatus Not available 20
producing cool gas
less than 2 per cent
oxygen

Combustion apparatus 450 ~ 1 000 (.·t - 6 Capital cost/unit
producing warm or hot output decreases
gas. Oxygen as output increases.
concentration 2 per Running costs increase
cent upward. as oxygen concentration

and temperature decrease
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